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JURISDICTION 
 

For many years it has been market practice for lenders to document that they may 
take proceedings against counterparties (borrowers, guarantors, security providers) in 
whatsoever jurisdiction those lenders choose, but if the borrower commences 
proceedings it must be exclusively in a single jurisdiction (e.g. the courts of England & 
Wales).  This is called a one-sided jurisdiction clause. 

This highly appropriate practice is now vulnerable to attack within the European 
Union. 

 
The Logical Approach 
 
The idea that both parties should have comparable rights to commence proceedings 
against each other is no doubt born out of some notion of natural justice.  But the 
reality is that the Lender is ‘out of the money’ and needs flexibility in choosing how to 
go about turning their contractual rights into recoveries of physical cash.  In a loan that 
spans a number of years, the lender does not know or control where a counterparty 
has their assets at any future time-point. 

Conversely, any action commenced by a borrower is likely to concern less dramatic 
things such as challenging the amount claimed, or inappropriate loan administration 
by the lender (e.g. suspending drawdown rights).  It is not a comparable situation, and 
it is hard to see why the restriction to a single jurisdiction for the borrower fails to 
cover their requirement. 

 
Mme X -vs- Rothschild 
 
Uncertainty about the validity of the one-sided jurisdiction clause has been created by 
a judgement of the Cour de Cassation – established as the ultimate appeal court in 
France by Napoleon in 1804.  In the case of Mme X –vs- Rothschild [2012], the one-
sided jurisdiction clause was deemed to contravene the Brussels I Regulation which 
deals with jurisdiction issues within the EU and the EEA.  If a loan agreement 
contravenes the Regulation the entire jurisdiction clause is struck out and the default 
position applies – which is the jurisdiction of the domicile of the defendant (i.e. the 
borrower).  This would most certainly not be a favourable outcome for syndicated 
lenders. 

Of course, the judgement of the Cour de Cassation only has applicability to French 
litigation, even though it represents a judgement on European law.  The matter has 
not yet come before the European Court of Justice (ECJ). 
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Current Position 
 
During this presumably temporary period of uncertainty, it would appear that in any 
litigation which involves a party which is domiciled in a member state of the European 
Union or of the European Economic Area, the validity of a one-sided jurisdiction clause 
will depend on national courts, pending a determination by the ECJ.   

Indeed, in the same year as the French case, the Italian Corte di Cassazione ruled in 
favour of one-sided clauses.  It is probable that German and English courts would come 
down on that side of the issue if it were to be tested. 

The risk is that at some point a belligerent defendant will challenge the one-sided 
clause and bring it to the ECJ for determination.  If the ECJ were to adopt the French 
court’s view then existing loan agreements would be adversely impacted. 

 
Solutions 
 

None of the options are particularly palatable: 

 Just adopt a single jurisdiction (e.g. English & Welsh courts) – not helpful if the 
counterparty moves assets to a jurisdiction where English judgements are 
unenforceable, or if the UK and the country of counterparty domicile break off 
diplomatic relations during the life of the loan; 

 Create a list of jurisdictions that would be available at the choice of either 
contractual party when commencing litigation – avoids the nasty default 
provision of the Brussels I Regulation, but more restrictive than the current 
position of a lender having unrestricted rights; 

 Draft a fall-back position if during the life of the loan, the ECJ rules against one-
sided jurisdiction clauses – would be better than the Brussels Regulation 
default position, but there is no assurance that it would survive the removal of 
the jurisdiction clause in the loan agreement.  It would depend on the detail 
and scope of any hypothetical ECJ judgement. 
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